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Local 544 Wins the Grocery Strike

Frisco Labor Council Backs Minneapolis Drivers

San Francisco, Dec. 31—A resolution condemning the Teamsters and signing onto the strike was passed by the San Francisco Local 544 drivers and voted up by a telegram to Local 544, Minneapolis, Minnesota, by a vote of 10 to 1. 

C. L. Tillman, delegate of the San Francisco Teamsters Union, in a telegram from San Francisco stated: 

"The Frisco Labor Council, representing 30,000 workers, I was just sent a telegram from Local 544, Minneapolis, saying that they are back on the strike and that they have the support of the entire Teamsters Union at the Coast. We are all united in the strike and will continue to fight until victory is won."

Ward Strikers Still Solid; Mail Orders Paralyzed

Arrests, Police Threats, Vandalism Fail to Discourage Picketers; Unions Voe Aid

The strikers at the Ward storehouse today continued their picketing, and threats and vandalism proved to be made for all effective. The strikers are determined to continue their strike until the union has its way or the union has the way of the strike. 

Ward storehouse was burned.
The Minneapolis storehouse was burned.

At the general membership meeting at the Fleet Storehouse on Monday evening, conditions were discussed and plans were made for continued work. The strikers are determined not to be defeated by threats and vandalism at this time. 

Mail orders were still paralyzed.

Golker’s Clerk’s Pact Begins Jan. 1

Many new men worked recently at the new store.

A new store was opened recently at the new store. This store is located at the corner of 3rd and Hennepin Avenue, and it is owned and operated by the Golker Company.

At the meeting, the new Golker store was discussed.

No new Golker store is planned to open recently at the new store.
4-Day Fight Brings Hourly Pay Raise and Vacations

President Brown says the settlement was a victory for the union and the workers. The new agreement includes a 15% pay raise over the four-year term. The union members were striking for better working conditions and higher wages. The settlement was reached after 14 days of negotiations.

Commission of Inquiry Says "Trotsky Not Guilty"

The Commission of Inquiry, chaired by Trotsky, has found "no evidence of Trotsky's guilt." Trotsky was accused of planning a coup against the Soviet government. The commission concluded that the accusations were unfounded and Trotsky was exonerated.

Ward Strikers Still Solid; Mail Orders Paralyzed

The strikers continue to support each other, and their numbers have remained strong despite the loss of some leaders. The strikers are still holding picket lines, and the company has not been able to resume operations.

Davyson Agrees To Sign Contract

Davyson has agreed to sign the contract. The details of the agreement are to be worked out over the next few weeks. The union and the company are hopeful that a fair and satisfactory agreement can be reached.
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Ward Strikers Still Solid; Mail Orders Paralyzed

Last Thursday morning of April, supporters helped cool the heated picket during the work stoppage at the Ward warehouse. Last Sunday, organizers reported no significant improvements on the picket line.

"Ward Strikers Still Solid; Mail Orders Paralyzed" card placed in a large frame, beside the names of the strikers.

The strike is definitely being supported by the workers, who continue to keep the picket line going. The picket line is occupied by the strikers' families and supporters, who are ready and able to continue the struggle.

"Davyson Agrees To Sign Contract" card held up by a supporter.

"Moses Bar" card held up by a supporter.

Davyson has agreed to sign the contract. The details of the agreement are to be worked out over the next few weeks. The union and the company are hopeful that a fair and satisfactory agreement can be reached.

"Moses Bar" card held up by a supporter.

The picket line at Moses Bar is expected to continue. Some workers may continue to work on a voluntary basis, but the strike is expected to continue until a fair agreement is reached.

"Brown's" card held up by a supporter.

"Brown's" card held up by a supporter.

"Brown's" card held up by a supporter.
UNEMPLOYED VETERANS DISCUSS RELIEF

A large conference of approximately 200 veterans in the Northwest held at the Hotel Union Pacific last week with the purpose of organizing the unemployed veterans into a movement to solve the problems which face them. The meeting was organized by the Veterans Auxiliary of WPA. Those attending the meeting were drawn from various veterans groups across the region.

Among those speaking were: Captain Louis Gall, Seattle; Thomas Young, Portland; William Cooper, Portland; and Arthur Rand, Spokane. The group expressed a desire to organize on a national scale and to appeal to the federal government for assistance.

CIO-AFL Vote in Oregon; Cops Protect Ford; CIO Lays Off 200 Organizers

From Washington came news a few days ago that the CIO had voted to recommend a strike against the Ford Motor Company. Workers at the company's plants in Michigan had been on strike for a week, and the CIO officials had been meeting with the company to try to reach a settlement. The strike was over wages and working conditions.

Applicants for jobs have been flooding into the Employment Service bureaus in the area. The supply of jobs, however, is not as great as the demand for them. Many people are finding it difficult to find work.

Employment Service bureaus are handling an increasing number of applications for jobs. The supply of jobs, however, is not as great as the demand for them. Many people are finding it difficult to find work.

Local 664 to Vote Friday

Having held its annual convention in July, the Local 664 of the United Steelworkers of America has scheduled a vote for December 16. The vote is expected to determine the union's stand on several important issues.

Notes from Minot

There's a lot going on in this issue. For example, there's news about a new hotel opening in Minot. The Herald said it would be the largest in the city. Also, there's a story about the city's first all-night newspaper. And, don't forget the Minot Herald is now available in full-page format.

Independent Truck Chatter

With the closing of one and the opening of another, the trucking industry was busy this week. This is a typical scene, as many drivers are always on the move.
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